ARTICLES

Name and residence of the organisation
International Tennis Club Prague, Mikulova 1572/13, 149 00 Prague 4, Czech Republic

(In the text: ITC Prague)

Content:
I. Basic Specification
II. Function and Objectives
III. Membership; Rights and Duties of Members
IV. Fees
V. Authorities
VI. Common Specifications: Elections and Resolutions
VII. Legal Status and Property
VIII. Temporary Specifications, Concluding Specifications

The Articles were discussed and ratified by the preparatory committee ITC Prague by 20/10/2004

Art. I.
Basic Specification
1. ITC Prague is a civil association founded by the law Nr. 83/1990 and associates individual members, tennis clubs either czech or foreign and corporations in form of collective membership, which accepted a common name and agreed to the internal form of their concerns in meaning of the Articles.

2. ITC Prague operates in the Czech Republic and abroad.

Art. II.
Membership; Rights and Duties of Members
1. The membership in ITC Prague is either individual or collective.
2. An individual member of ITC Prague can be a person over 18, who agrees with the objectives of ITC Prague by subscribing the application form and giving it to the president of ITC Prague. The acceptance or non-acceptance of the member is discussed by the club committee.
3. Collective members of ITC Prague can be tennis clubs, organisations, institutions or companies, either czech or foreign, that are willing to contribute to the development of sport through the ITC Prague. The contract with a collective member is arranged by the club committee of ITC Prague. In the contract are defined the rights and duties of both sides, the conditions of co-operation, help etc.
4. The essential rights of individual/collective members of ITC Prague are:
   a. to attend on all sport actions, schoolings, courses etc., that provide professional and performal increase and to attend on all advantages provided by the membership.
5. The essential duties of the individual/collective members are of ITC Prague are:
   a. to fulfil the objectives included in the Articles, guidelines and accepted resolutions of the authorities ITC Prague (like it follows from the contract)
   b. to pay the club fees, right in time and accurately, to pay other fees, related to the membership and operations of ITC Prague
6. The membership gets lost:
   a. by canceling – in case of members own will
b. by expelling – for not fulfilling the essential duties of members

c. by expelling – for serious misconduct, not compatible with the membership

d. by death of the member

e. collective membership gets lost by expiring of the term mentioned in the contract or by the conditions mentioned in the contract

f. by the conclusion of ITC Prague

Art. IV.

A. Club Fees

1. Club fees represent the membership in ITC Prague
2. Club fees are defined by the club committee of ITC Prague
3. Each member of ITC Prague is obligated to pay the club fee until 31/3 of the year. A new member is obligated to pay right after his accession.
4. A collective member of ITC Prague pays the club fees in the way mentioned in the contract.

B. Other Fees

1. The default of the fee right in the time and its the default of the amount removes the member’s advantages, which he would have had if he would pay ordinary.

Art. V.

Authorities of ITC Prague

1. Members of ITC Prague form directly/indirectly these common authorities:
   a. plenary session
   b. club committee
2. The superior authority of ITC Prague is the plenary session of individual members, which meets at least once per year.
3. Into the competention of the plenary session of ITC Prague belong all important resolutions about the needs and interests of ITC Prague.
4. The club committee is being elected from the individual members by the plenary session of ITC Prague. The club committee has 3 members and includes President, Vice-President and a Member.

Art. VI.

Common Specifications: Elections and Resolutions

1. The election of any authorities within ITC Prague is provided by an anonyme-election, if not specified any other way by the election authority.
2. The period of elected authority is quadrennial, if not specified any other way by the election authority, can be extended max. up to 6 years.
3. the individual members have the right to vote

Art. VII.

Legal Status and Property

1. ITC Prague is an independent association – it is a legal entity. ITC Prague can in its name gain rights, can oblige itself and has its own propertive accountability.
2. In the name of ITC Prague acts the club committee, in most occasions through its President, or Vice-President with the President's permission.

Art. VIII.
Temporary Specifications, Concluding Specifications

4. ITC Prague as civil association is hereby by these Articles founded on 20/10/2004. By the day of the registration of the Articles by the law Nr. 83/1990 (unifying of citizens) initiates its function.